ATTITUDE RULES - What you ARE paying us to cultivate in your student in relation to their participation LEAP®.

Here is the Positive.

- **Appreciation** - Appreciating the wonder and beauty of the world and its people.
- **Commitment** - Being committed to their own learning, persevering and showing self-discipline and responsibility.
- **Confidence** - Feeling confident in their ability as learners, having the courage to take risks, applying what they have learned and making appropriate decisions and choices.
- **Cooperation** - Cooperating, collaborating, and leading or following as the situation demands.
- **Creativity** - Being creative and imaginative in their thinking and in their approach to problems and dilemmas.
- **Curiosity** - Being curious about the nature of learning, about the world, its people, and cultures.
- **Empathy** - Imagining themselves in another’s situation in order to understand his or her reasoning and emotions, so as to be open-minded and reflective about the perspectives of others.
- **Enthusiasm** - Enjoying learning and willingly putting the effort into the process
- **Independence** - Thinking and acting independently, making their own judgments based on reasoned argument, and being able to defend their judgments
- **Integrity** - Being honest and demonstrating a considered sense of fairness.
- **Respect** - Respecting themselves, others and the world around them.
- **Tolerance** - Being sensitive to differences and diversity in the world and being responsive to the needs of others.

If you decide to register your child please make sure to go over these attitudes.
BEHAVIOR RULES - What you are NOT paying us to deal with from your student in relation to their participation LEAP®.

Here is the Negative.

1. Disruptive behavior **WILL NOT BE TOLERATED** under **ANY** circumstances. Your child may be dismissed from the program without warning.

2. Disrespectful behavior in words or deeds to any teacher, adult or fellow student **WILL NOT BE TOLERATED** under **ANY** circumstances. Your child may be dismissed from the program without warning.

3. Disruptive & Disrespectful behavior can be defined as the following:
   - Fighting
   - Talking back
   - Bullying
   - Touching other students inappropriately
   - Not listening in class or during private lessons
   - Not completing in-class assignments when ample time is given
   - Talking down to another student
   - Taking things without permission

If you decide to register your child please make sure to go over these rules. **Warnings are given at our discretion.**

**NOTE:** Laity Institute of the Arts is a private institute not associated with or run by any school district. These rules of conduct are the rules of the Institute and therefore cannot be negotiated, subjugated or challenged through any public-school agency. If you do not think you can, as a parent, respect these attitudes and rules of behavior or you think your child cannot abide by these attitudes and rules of behavior it might be wise to seek another program alternative.